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About This Game

Welcome to the long-awaited sequel to the popular action/strategy game! New weapons, landscapes, and options galore! Every
game session is now even more dynamic and amazing.

The core of the game is still the same: entire armies of enemies rush at your defenses, trying to destroy them by any means
necessary. But now they’re even more powerful and madder than ever.

You’ll have access to older, time-tested turrets, as well as completely new types of weapons. It’s up to you to decide how to
spend your available budget. Should you build new towers or upgrade and fortify the ones you already have? Turrets vary in

terms of their attack range, firing speed, and damage type. The only way to win is to combine them so that they complement and
strengthen one another.

The flexible difficulty settings will allow every player to get as much enjoyment out of the game as possible. If you’re an
experienced commander, you’ll love the merciless, intense battles where the countdown where even a fraction of a second is
vital to success and everything hinges on your ability to choose and arrange your turrets wisely. If you’re a new player, you’ll

easily be able to train and prepare yourself for serious battles.

Either way, the thoughtfully designed maps and wide range of available turrets will provide you with virtually endless tactical
options. Thanks to the stunning, detailed landscapes, painstakingly drawn towers, and incredible special effect, you won’t be

able to take your eyes off the screen.

All aspects of the game have been meticulously balanced, including tower statistics, enemy strength, terrain characteristics, and
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special weapons. You’ll never get bored by too-easy gameplay. Every level will challenge you. Are you ready to accept the
challenge?

Features:
• Four difficulty levels
• Eight kinds of turrets

• Eight special abilities, from Air Strikes to Nuclear Bombs
• Varied seasons and types of landscapes

• Support for over 20 languages
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Title: Defense Zone 3 Ultra HD
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Artem Kotov
Publisher:
Artem Kotov
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 or later

Processor: 1.5GhZ

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL compatible. ATI, NVIDIA or Intel HD. Older Intel graphics cards may have slowdown issues.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows or Mac compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Hungarian,Greek,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Swedish,Japanese
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I want to like this game, but with it's current state I just can't recommend it. There are several excellent tower defense games
that have set a standard that Defense Zone 3 does not quite live up to. I'm not sure if the developer is still active, but if certain
quality of life improvements were made I'd gladly change my review to positive.

Most glaringly, there are no tooltips for anything in the game. None. Turrets and spells have absolutely no information attached
to them other than an icon and\/or a timer indicating charge\/cooldown. Also, although turrets seem to have number bar hotkeys
attached to them, spells do not, and there seems to be no documentation of a very limited set of bindings in the launcher itself
(Once in game it is not accessible). Related to bindings, other standard tower defense functions (next wave, early wave bonus,
x2, x4, x8+ speed multipliers, kill chain) are completely absent. The only function that seems to work is Pause (Space), which I
suppose is better than nothing.
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